## Multiple meaning words

### Grade 3 Vocabulary Worksheet

Read the numbered definitions. Write the correct definition for the multiple meaning words next to each sentence.

### blue

1. the color between green and violet on the color spectrum
2. having the color blue
3. sad, unhappy

- My friend is feeling **blue** today.
- The sky is **blue**.
- My brother has **blue** eyes.

### game

1. something done for fun or amusement; play
2. a form of play or sport having certain rules and equipment for play
3. daring in spirit; brave
4. ready or willing to take part in

- Are you **game** for singing a solo in the concert?
- He was **game** enough to try rock climbing for the first time.
- My brother has a soccer **game** this morning.
- The kids love to play **games**.

### mine

1. the one or ones that belong to me, are done by me, or have to do with me
2. a deep hole or area of holes made in the earth. Minerals such as gold, coal, or precious stones are dug out of mines
3. a kind of bomb hidden in the ground or in water. A mine is set off by putting pressure on it or by lighting its fuse

- Working in a **mine** is a dangerous job.
- My cousin is volunteering in Vietnam helping to remove old **mines** from fields.
- This bike is **mine**.
### blue
1. the color between green and violet on the color spectrum
2. having the color blue
3. sad, unhappy

___3___ My friend is feeling **blue** today.
___1___ The sky is **blue**.
___2___ My brother has **blue** eyes.

### game
1. something done for fun or amusement; play
2. a form of play or sport having certain rules and equipment for play
3. daring in spirit; brave
4. ready or willing to take part in

___4___ Are you **game** for singing a solo in the concert?
___3___ He was **game** enough to try rock climbing for the first time.
___2___ My brother has a soccer **game** this morning.
___1___ The kids love to play **games**.

### mine
1. the one or ones that belong to me, are done by me, or have to do with me
2. a deep hole or area of holes made in the earth. Minerals such as gold, coal, or precious stones are dug out of mines
3. a kind of bomb hidden in the ground or in water. A mine is set off by putting pressure on it or by lighting its fuse

___2___ Working in a **mine** is a dangerous job.
___3___ My cousin is volunteering in Vietnam helping to remove old **mines** from fields.
___1___ This bike is **mine**.